
ngelina Jolie, one of the most
famous Hollywood actress and
humanitarian  was born on 4th
June 1975, in Los Angeles,
California, to actor Jon Voight

and actress Marcheline Bertrand. She
began her professional film career in 1993,
when she played her first leading role in the
low-budget, straight-to-video science 
fiction sequel Cyborg 2
Angelina Jolie became a popular actress
after she gave a star-making performance
in the 1998 television film Gia based on the
short, tragic life of model Gia Marie
Carangi. For this role she won a Golden
Globe Award for Best Actress. Another
great dramatic role in Girl, Interrrupted
(1999) brought her the first Academy
Award (for best supporting actress). She
has always played a variety of interesting
roles, such as an adventurer in the Lara
Croft films, a FBI profiler in Taking Lives,
an assassin in Mr. and Mrs. Smith and a
neglected, troubled socialite wife in The

Good Shepherd. These films earned her the
stature of an international celebrity. 
In 2007, Jolie gave a one of her most bril-
liant performance as Mariane Pearl, the
pregnant widow of Wall Street Journal
reporter Danny Pearl, in A Mighty Heart.
In October 2008, Jolie appeared in the Clint
Eastwood-directed thriller The Changeling.
For this she also received an Oscar nomina-
tion in best actress category.
The actress went on to earn the lead role in
the action-packed Salt (2010). The same
year, she earned the featured part of Elise
Clifton-Ward in The Tourist along side

Johnny Depp. 
She also made her directorial feature debut
with In the Land of Blood and Honey (2011).
The film won the Stanley Kramer Award
from the Producers Guild of America,
which honors films that highlight provoca-
tive social issues. 
Jolie has since been cast in the title role of
Maleficent, slated to be released in 2014,
and is scheduled to reprise her role as
Evelyn Salt in Salt 2. In February 2013, it
was announced that Jolie will be teaming
up with the Coen brothers to tell the story
of World War II hero Louis Zamperini. The

brothers are set to rewrite Unbroken, the
adaptation of the 2010 book by Laura
Hillenbrand. Jolie is set to direct the film. 
A devoted humanitarian, Angelina Jolie
was made a Goodwill Ambassador for the
UN Refugee Agency in 2001. She has made
headlines for her work to obtain aid for
refugees in Cambodia, Darfur and Jordan,
to name just a few. In 2005, Jolie received
the Global Humanitarian Action Award
from the United Nations Association of the
USA for her activism onehalf of refugee
rights.
In 2002, Angelina Jolie adopted a son from
Cambodia and named him Maddox. Three
years later, she adopted a daughter, Zahara.
In 2005, actor Brad Pitt filed paperwork to
adopt both of Jolie's children. The couple's
first biological daughter, Shiloh, was born
in 2006. In 2007, she adopted a 3-year-old
boy from a Vietnamese orphanage and
named him Pax Thien. Jolie gave birth to
twins, Knox Leon and Vivienne Marcheline,
on July 12, 2008. 
In 2007 her mother died of ovarian cancer
at the age of 56 after fighting the disease
for many years and as she carries the same
gene known as BRCA1, which increases the
risk of both breast and ovarian cancer in
May 2013, 37-year-old Jolie announced that
she underwent a double mastectomy in an
effort to prevent breast cancer in the
future. Her precautionary step was praised
worldwide. 

EI  ¹FbUI  ¦FFaU ̧ FmÔ dÀ±F°F A´F³Fm ÀFÀFbS F»F ¦F¹FFÜ CÀF³Fm A´F³Fm ÀFF»Fm I û
C´FWFS  ÀUø ´F BÂF I e VFeVFe QeÜ ÀFF»Fm ³Fm BÂF A´F³Fe W±Fm»Fe ́ FS  C »FM 
d»F¹FF AüS  C ÀFZ ̈ FFM³FZ »F¦FFÜ CÀF ¹FbUI  I û ¶FWb°F ¶FbS F »F¦FFÜ CÀF³Fm ¹FW
¶FF°F dVFI F¹F°F IZ  °FüS  ́ FS  A´F³Fm ÀFÀFbS  þe ÀFm I WeÜ 
ÀFÀFbS  þe ³Fm I WF, k¶FOÞF ¶FmUI cR  W`Ü ¹Fca We ¢ ¹FûÔ ̈ FFM  ¦F¹FF? §FS  ̧ FmÔ S ûM e

±FeÜ CÀF¸FmÔ ̈ Fb´FOÞ I S  JF »FZ°FFÜl

þþ : AF´FI û A´F³Fe ÀFR FBÊ ̧ FmÔ ¢ ¹FF I W³FF W`?
¸FdW»FF : ̧ F`Ô ¢ ¹FF I W ÀFI °Fe Wca, ̧ FmS m ¹FWFa ÀFR FBÊ
³FüI S F³Fe I S °Fe W`Ü BÀF dU¿F¹F ̧ FmÔ °Fû UWe Ib L  I W

ÀFI °Fe W`Ü 

´Fim̧ Fe ́ Fimd¸FI F ÀFm- BÔ°FþFS  I e §FOÞe ¶FWb°F »FÔ¶Fe
Wû°Fe W`Ü
´Fimd¸FI F- °Fû dI ÀFe AüS  I Ô´F³Fe I e §FOÞe
JS eQ »FûÜ

¶Fe¸FF I Ô´F³Fe IZ  EI  EþmÔM  ÀFm EI  ÀFFW¶F ³Fm ́ FcLF-
¹FdQ ̧ F`Ô A´F³Fe ́ F}e I F ¶Fe¸FF I S FDa  AüS  I »F
UW ̧ FS  þFE °Fû ̧ FbÓFm ¢ ¹FF d¸F»Fm¦FF?
¶Fe¸FF EþmÔM  ³Fm ¶FOÞm B°¸Fe³FF³F ÀFm CØFS  dQ¹FF- þm»F
¹FF R FaÀFeÜ

Father : Pappu, tell me a story with
moral.

Pappu : I called her, she was sleeping.
Then she called me, I was sleeping.
Moral: Tit for tat…

Teacher: Could you please pay a little atten-
tion here?
Student: yes mam, I am paying as little atten-
tion as I can !

Mother : Pinky can you tell me
what 7 times 6 is ? 
Pinky : It is 42 mom!
Mother : great, and who will tell me what 6
times 7 is?
Pinky: It 24 mom.

Father: What will happen if the third
war takes place?
Son: We will have one more addi-
tion chapter in our history book!
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d½FQZVFe OXFG¢MXSXFZÔ IZY d»FE IZÔYýi ³FZ JFZ»FZ QSX½FFþZ

A. Read the following passage and
answer the questions given below
( 5 marks)
The process communication main-
ly includes  speaking, listening, and
writing. Nobody actually learns
grammar to learn his/ her own
mother tongue. It is a natural phe-
nomenon that we start speaking
what everybody speaks around us.
We gradually develop a better
sense of understanding with the
passage of time. When we come to
learning  a new language like
English language, we need to study
its grammar, the importance of
grammar cannot be neglected and
before we do that we need to
understand what grammar is.
Grammar is the study of words
and the ways words work together.
To speak in a clearer and more
effective manner we study gram-
mar. A person who has uncon-
scious knowledge of grammar may
be sufficient for simple language
use, but the ones who wish to com-
municate in an artful manner and
well, will seek greater depth of
understanding and proficiency
that the study of grammar pro-
vides.
1. What does the process of com-
munication includes ?
2. A demonstrative pronoun points
to and identifies .................
3. Is learning grammar neccesary
for learning the mother tongue ?
4. What is grammar ?
5. How can one communicate in an
artful manner ?
B. Fill in the blanks with a suitable
pronoun each. (5 marks)
1. Tell me ______ is a better offer : a
three-day holiday or a cash award
of $2000 ?
2.  The personnel ______ we met a

while ago is actually the CEO of the
company.
3.  Can you find out ______ is the
guest of honor for the function ?
4.  The driver ______ license has
been suspended is appealing.
5.  I will tell you ______ I know only
after visiting the patient.
C. Rearrange the jumbled words (5
marks)
1. DUPDING
2. FUNMIF
3. ROWBIEN
4. KCEA
5. RAPTSY
D. Choose the most suitable
adverb to complete the following
sentences. ( 5 marks)
1. She laughed ______ ( furiously,
heavily, happily ) when she heard
the news. 
2. They listened ______ ( attentive-
ly, consciously, clearly ) to the
instructions.
3. They walked ______ ( seriously,
slowly, patiently ) along the beach.
4. Clothes are sold ______ ( dearly,
cheaply, casually ) in that shop
because it is closing down.
5. They cheered ______ ( furiously,

loudly, angrily) at their team, urg-
ing them to push on.
E. Fill in the blanks with suitable
articles. ( 5 marks)
1. This book is _____ accurate guide
to popular parks on _____ west
coast.
2. The contractor will give us _____
estimate of _____ cost of renovat-
ing our house.
3. I'd like to buy _____ book for my
aunt because she likes _____ read-
ing.
4. Mr. Ho is _____ manager of
Sunrise Foods, _____ big company.
5. I play _____ piano and enjoy lis-
tening to _____ music.

Answers for Test Paper - XXVI

Part A
1. Pronouns refer to a noun, an individual or
individuals or thing or things whose identi-
ty is made clear earlier in the text
2. a noun or a pronoun.
3. If a group of words containing a subject
and verb acts as an adjective, it is called an
Adjective Clause. 
4. A personal pronoun refers to a specific per-
son or thing and changes its form to indicate
person, number, gender, and case. 
5. "who," "whom," "which," "what". 

Part B 
1. more intresting
2. harder 
3. heavier 
4. bigger

5. more beautiful 
Part C
1. GYN
2. CYCLE
3. RACE
4. JOGGING
5. WEIGHT

Part D
1. whom 
2. which 
3. whose
4. what
5. who

Part E
1. arrived/waited
2. worked/retired
3. parking/inconveniencing 
4. are saying/will complete
5. was trying/sliped/fell

TEST PAPER - XXVII

Max. marks: 25

JAANO ENGLISH 

EXAM TIME >>

Joke’s Corner (ªF¶FF³F ÀFa·FF»F IZY) >>
O e¹Fc  ̧ FZÔ dW ³Qe ́ FÂFI FdS °FF ̧ FZÔ QFd£F»FZ IZ  d»FE °Fe³F ªFc³F ÀFZ AF½FZQ³F VFbø  W û ªFFEa¦FZÜ
AFMÐ ÀFÊ R` I »M e dÀ±F°F dW ³Qe d½F·FF¦F IZÔ ýie¹FIÈ °F °FS eIZ  ÀFZ QFdJ»FF QZ¦FFÜ QFd£F»FF
R FG¸FÊ 17 ªFc³F °FI  d¸F»FZÔ¦FZÜ ́ Fi½FZVF ́ FS eÃFF 23 ªFc³F I û AF¹FûdªF°F I e ªFFE¦FeÜ  dW ³Qe
´FÂFI FdS °FF I F ´FFNÐ ¹FIi ¸F A¶F ¶FQ»F dQ¹FF ¦F¹FF W` Ü À³FF°FI  À°FS  IZ  BÀF I ûÀFÊ I e
A½Fd²F A¶F ̈ FFS  ÀFF»F W û ¦FBÊ W` Ü dW ³Qe d½F·FF¦F IZ  ́ Fi¸FbJ ́ Fiû. ¦Fû´FZV½FS  dÀFaW  ³FZ ¶F°FF¹FF
dI  R FG¸FÊ dW ³Qe d½F·FF¦F ÀFZ d¸F»FZÔ¦FZÜ IZ ½F»F AFGR »FFB³F ¸FF²¹F¸F ÀFZ W e R FG¸FÊ ·FS F ªFF
ÀFI °FF W` Ü R FG¸FÊ I e I e¸F°F 75 ÷ ´F¹FZ °F¹F I e ¦FBÊ W `Ü 

IZÔ ýi ÀFS I FS  ³FZ EI  ̧ FW °½F´Fc̄ FÊ R` ÀF»FZ IZ  °FW °F d½FQZVFe O FG¢M S FZÔ I FZ QZVF ̧ FZÔ ÀFZ½FF I e A³Fb̧ Fd°F
QZ Qe W` Ü BÀFÀFZ d³Fþe E½Fa ÀFS I FS e, ÀF·Fe AÀ´F°FF»FFZÔ IZ  d»FE þø S °F ́ FOÞ ³FZ ́ FS  d½FQZVFe
O FG¢M S FZÔ I FZ d³F¹Fb¢°F I S ³FF ÀFa·F½F W FZ ÀFIZ ¦FFÜ A·Fe °FI  IZ  d³F¹F¸FFZÔ IZ  °FW °F d½FQZVFe O FG¢M S FZÔ
I FZ dÀFRÊ  VFFZ²F, dVFÃF¯F E½Fa ÀF¸FFþÀFZ½FF IZ  d»FE W e QZVF ̧ FZÔ AF³FZ I e BþFþ°F ±FeÜ ̈ FcadI 
d¨FdI °ÀFF, dVFÃFF AF`S  VFFZ²F °Fe³FFZÔ EI  ÀFF±F þbOÞZ  W`Ô , BÀFd»FE B³F ´FiF½F²FF³FFZÔ IZ  ¨F»F°FZ
d½FQZVFe O FG¢M S FZÔ IZ  QZVF ̧ FZÔ ́ Fi½FZVF IZ  S FÀ°FZ ¶FaQ ́ FO ÞZ ±FZÜ IZÔ ýie¹F À½FFÀ±¹F ̧ FaÂFF»F¹F ³FZ BÀF
ÀFa¶Fa²F ̧ FZÔ ·FFS °Fe¹F d¨FdI °ÀFF ́ FdS ¿FQ (E¸FÀFeAFBÊ) Ad²Fd³F¹F¸F-1956 IZ  ́ FiF½F²FF³FFZÔ ̧ FZÔ
ÀFaVFFZ²F³F I S °FZ Wb E A²¹FFQZVF þFS e dI ¹FF W` Ü 

´FÂFIYFdSX°FF ̧ FZÔ AF½FZQ³F 3 ªFc³F ÀFZ 

Under an important decision made by Central government, foreign doctors will now be
allowed to practice in the country. After this, if needed, the foreign doctors can be called
by any of the private or government hospitals. As per the rules till now, doctors were
allowed to do the research work or study or engage themselves in social service. But as
medical, research and studies are co-related; the doors for foreign doctors were shut in
the country. Making the amendments in the MCI Act-1956, Ministry of Health has
released the ordinance.   

On Sunday with the help of an amazing innings by Kieron Pollard and mixture of fast
and spin bowling Mumbai Indians won their maiden IPL title. Mumbai Indians thrashed
the two time winner Chennai Superkings with 23 runs. Pollard made unbeaten 60 runs
on 32 balls with the help of seven fours and three sixes. Other than him Ambati Rayudu
added 36 runs with the help of which Mumbai Indians who were batting first after win-
ning the toss made 148 runs. 

Delhi University is set to begun the application procedure for Hindi Journalism courses
from 3rd June. Hindi department situated in Arts faculty will select the students on the
basis of centralized procedure. The curriculum for Hindi journalism has been changed and
the duration of this graduation course has been increased to 4 years. Hindi Head of the
Department Prof. Gopeshwar Singh told, that the forms will be available at the Hindi
Department. Forms can be filled and submitted only through offline medium. The cost of
the form is Rs 75/- . 

A¸FZdS I e ÀFaÀFQ ³FZ ÀFa§Fe¹F ªFªF IZ  ́ FQ ́ FS  ·FFS °Fe¹F ̧ Fc»F IZ  ßFeI Fa°F ßFed³F½FFÀF³F I e
d³F¹Fbd¢°F I û ̧ FaªFcS e QZ Qe W` Ü S F¿MÑ ´Fd°F ¶FS FI  Aû¶FF¸FF ³FZ dO dÀMÑ ¢M  AFGR  I û»Fad¶F¹FF
ÀFdIÊ M  A´Fe»Fe AQF»F°F IZ  ³¹FF¹FF²FeVF ́ FQ ́ FS  ßFed³F½FFÀF³F I û ³FF¸FFadI °F dI ¹FF ±FFÜ
¦Fb÷ ½FFS  I û ÀFe³FZM  ̧ FZÔ Wb E Aad°F¸F ̧ F°FQF³F ̧ FZÔ ÀFFaÀFQûÔ ³FZ BÀFZ ÀF½FÊÀF¸¸Fd°F ÀFZ À½FeI FS  I S 
d»F¹FFÜ ßFed³F½FFÀF³F I e d³F¹Fbd¢°F IZ  ÀF¸F±FÊ³F ̧ FZÔ 97 ̧ F°F ́ FOÞZ Ü BÀFe IZ  ÀFF±F ½FW  A¸FZdS I F
I e VFe¿FÊ AQF»F°F ̧ FZÔ ªFªF IZ  ́ FQ ́ FS  I Fd¶FªF W û³FZ ½FF»FZ ́ FW »FZ QdÃF¯F EdVF¹FFBÊ ¶F³F ¦FEÜ 

A¸FZdSXIYe ÀFaÀFQ IZY ÀFa§Fe¹F ªFªF IZY ́ FQ ́ FSX ßFed³F½FFÀF³F IYFd¶FªF

I eSFm³F ́ FFm»FFOÊ I e d½F¿F¸F ́ FdSdÀ±Fd°F¹FFmÔ ̧ FmÔ £Fm»Fe ¦FBÊ  °FcR F³Fe ́ FFSe IZ  ¶FFQ °FmªF
AF`S dÀ´F³F d¸FdßF°F AFIi ¸F¯F IZ  I ¸FF»F ÀFm ̧ FbÔ¶FBÊ BÔdO¹F³ÀF ³Fm S d½F½FFS  I û ́ FW»Fe
¶FFS AFBÊ´FeE»F I F d£F°FF¶F A´F³Fm ³FF¸F dI ¹FFÜ ¸Fba¶FBÊ  Ba dO ¹FaÀF ³FZ R FB ³F»F
¸FbI F¶F»FZ ̧ FZÔ QFm ¶FFS IZ  ̈ F`Ôd´F¹F³F ̈ Fm³³FBÊ ÀFb´FSdI Ô¦ÀF ́ FS 23 S³F ÀFZ ªFe°F QªFÊ
I eÜ ́ FFm»FFOÊ ³Fm IZ ½F»F 32 ¦FmmÔQFmÔ ́ FS ÀFF°F ̈ FF`I FmÔ AF`S °Fe³F L¢I FmÔ I e ̧ FQQ ÀFm
³FF¶FFQ 60 S³F ¶F³FFEÜ C³FIZ  A»FF½FF AÔ¶FF°Fe SF¹FbOb ³Fm 37 S³F I F ¹FFm¦FQF³F
dQ¹FF, dªFÀFÀFm MFGÀF ªFe°F I S ́ FW»Fm ¶F»»Fm¶FFªFe IZ  d»FE C°FSm ̧ FbÔ¶FBÊ BÔdO¹F³ÀF
³Fm ³FF` d½FIZ M ́ FS 148 S³F ¶F³FFEÜ 

¸Fba¶FBÊ BadOX¹FaÀF ¶F³Fe ̈ F`Ôd´F¹F³F

Indian-American Srikanth Srinivasan was confirmed as the first South Asian judge to
America's second highest court. President Barack Obama has nominated Srinivasan
for the post of Judge to the US Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia Circuit. 
On Thursday he was unanimously approved by the Senate with 97 votes in favour.
With this he has become the first South Asian  to be appointed  as Judge to the top
American court. 

STAR PROFILE >>
WXFG»Fe½FbOX ÀFb´FSX ÀMXFSX EaªFZd»F³FF ªFFG»Fe
Qbd³F¹FF IZY ÀF¶FÀFZ »FûIYd´Fi¹F dRY»¸FX
ÀMXFÀFÊÊ ̧ FZÔ ÀFZ W`ÔXÜ  ½FZ A´F³FZ »FûIYû´FIYFSXe
IYF¹FûË IZY d»FE ·Fe Qbd³F¹FF·FSX ̧ FZÔ ªFF³Fe
ªFF°Fe W`ÔXÜ 

Angelina Jolie

A


